The SACE Board of South Australia does not require schools to use particular textbooks and/or student
manuals to be followed during the teaching of a program. However, a list of suggested textbooks and
teaching resources is provided to assist teachers and students.
Please note, not all the content in each textbook will be relevant for SACE subjects.
Teachers should select content and topics from theses textbooks what are relevant to SACE subject
outlines.

The textbooks and resources suitable for:

Teachers

Students

Both Teachers and Students

Accounting
SACE2 Accounting Essentials Workbook
The Essentials Workbooks and Key Ideas Textbooks are designed to
support the teaching of SACE stage 1 and 2 subjects in South Australia.
The SACE 2 Accounting Workbook is designed to meet the Subject
Outline requirements of the SACE Stage 2 Accounting course.
ISBN 978-1-925505-37-5
essentialseducation.com.au/products/accounting-workbook-7thedition/

Business Studies Review, Tim Riley Publications (current)
www.timriley.com.au/store/p18/Business_Studies_Review_Newsletter_
%28Single%29

Current Public Company Reports
Accounting – The Study Guide; Foreman J & Osborne T. Available from
Fossick Publishers. fossick.com.au/Accounting.html
Foreman, J. Accounting: Past Examinations and Answers (suggested
answers only) – available from Fossick Publishers fossick.com.au
Cambridge VCE Accounting Third Edition, Units 1 & 2,
3rd Edition
Written by a highly-regarded author team with experience in curriculum
development, teaching and developing resources, Cambridge VCE
Accounting helps students develop a thorough understanding of the
real-world role of accounting as well as the key knowledge and skills
required to achieve success in assessment tasks and examinations.
ISBN 978-1-108469-77-7
Cambridge VCE Accounting Fourth Edition, Units 3 & 4, 4th Edition
Written by a highly-regarded author team with experience in curriculum
development, teaching and developing resources, Cambridge VCE
Accounting helps students develop a thorough understanding of the
real-world role of accounting as well as the key knowledge and skills
required to achieve success in assessment tasks and examinations.
978-1-108469-89-0
cambridge.edu.au/education/titles/Cambridge-VCE-Accounting-Units12-Third-Edition-print-and-digital/#.XpULbXduKUk
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SACE Board of South Australia website:
 past examination papers
 Subject Assessment Advice
 Online forum
 Support materials – Accounting subject web pages

Institute of Chartered Accountants
The Teachers Resources page:
charteredaccountantsanz.com/searchresults?q=teachers+resources

Computer Packages and Programs
There are many packages and programs available including those
listed below that might support student learning although they are not a
requirement of the SACE subject outlines:
 Quickbooks
 MYOB
 Spreadsheets.

Biology
2020 Stage 2 Biology Study Guide
The SASTA Biology Study Guide is the complete resource for students
preparing for SACE Stage 2 Biology exam.
The guide includes questions with worked solutions covering each
topic of the Subject Outline and address all sections of the exam.
ISBN 978-0-6486602-0-0
2020 Biology Study Guide | South Australian Science Teachers
Association (sasta.asn.au)
Biology – Australian Curriculum Workbook
The Essentials Workbooks are designed to support the teaching of
SACE Stage 1 and 2 subjects in South Australia. The SACE 2
Biology Workbook is designed to meet the Subject Outline
requirements of the SACE Stage 2 Biology course.
Essentials Education’s workbook for the SACE Stage 2
Biology integration of the Australian Curriculum. This new book has
been specifically designed for the South Australian requirements. This
is a must-have resource for students undertaking SACE Stage 2
Biology.
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ISBN: 978-1-925505-04-7
Biology - Australian Curriculum - 1st Edition (Revised) - Essentials
Education
SACE Stage 2 Biology Workbook
This workbook follows the revised 2021 SACE subject outline for Stage
2 Biology with statements from the Science Understanding section
beginning each chapter.
This workbook provides students and educators with detailed
explanations of the course content with hundreds of useful diagrams to
support student learning.
ISBN: 978-0-6486602-6-2
SACE Stage 2 Biology Workbook - 2nd Ed. | South Australian Science
Teachers Association (sasta.asn.au)
Living Science: Biology for SACE Stage 2
This text for both teachers and students was written to complement
both the 2020 SACE Stage 2 Biology subject content and
the book Living Science: Biology for SACE Stage 1 (published in 2018).
This book will reflect the content required for teaching Biology in 2020.
ISBN: 978-0-9756845-2-8
Living Science: Biology for SACE Stage 2 | South Australian Science
Teachers Association (sasta.asn.au)

2020 Stage 2 Biology Trial Exams
* Please be aware that these trial exams are designed for teacher use
ONLY. They are not designed for individual users.
Please note that SASTA will not provide paper copies.
Products | South Australian Science Teachers Association
(sasta.asn.au)

Chemistry
2020 Study Guides
SASTA Study Guides are the complete resource for students preparing
for Stage 2 SACE exams. These guides include questions with worked
solutions covering each topic of the Subject Outline and address all
sections of the exam.
ISBN: 978-0-6486602-1-7
sasta.asn.au/resources/study_guides_stage_2
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Chemistry Workbook– Australian Curriculum – The Essentials
Second Edition
Essentials Education’s workbook for the SACE Stage 2 Chemistry
integration of the Australian Curriculum has been fully revised and
updated. Incorporating corrections, new illustrations and additional
content, this Second Edition has been specifically designed to suit the
requirements of the SACE Stage 2 Chemistry course.
The Essentials Workbooks are designed to support the teaching of
SACE Stage 1 and 2 subjects in South Australia. The SACE 2
Chemistry Workbook is designed to meet the Subject Outline
requirements of the SACE Stage 2 Chemistry course.
ISBN: 978-1-925505-19-1
Chemistry – Australian Curriculum – 2nd Edition - Essentials Education
Stage 2 Chemistry Workbook
The Stage 2 Chemistry Workbook 2nd Edition is a student text and
workbook that covers all content of topics outlined in the SACE Stage 2
curriculum and provides students with questions and solutions to test
their understanding. The workbook is printed in colour, includes fully
worked examples, provides review tests for each chapter, and includes
over 950 practice questions.
ISBN: 978-0-9953841-8-7
SACE Stage 2 Chemistry Workbook - 2nd Ed. | South Australian Science
Teachers Association (sasta.asn.au)

2020 Stage 2 Chemistry Trial Exams
* Please be aware that these trial exams are designed for teacher use
ONLY. They are not designed for individual users.
Please note that SASTA will not provide paper copies.
Products | South Australian Science Teachers Association
(sasta.asn.au)
SASTA Chemistry Stage 2 Trial Exams
* Please be aware that these trial exams are designed for teacher use
ONLY. They are not designed for individual users.
The 2018 SASTA Stage 2 mid-year and end of year exams feature a
range of questions with difficulty levels ranging from simple to
challenging. All questions are in context, are mapped to the Chemistry
subject outline, and are designed to prepare students for examinations
at Stage 2.
ISBN: 978-0-9953841-4-9
sasta.asn.au/product/category/16
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Child Studies
Exploring Early Childhood – Lousie Weihen
Written for the NSW Stage 6 Study Design, this full-colour, easy-to-read
text meticulously covers the Study Design’s three core modules:
Pregnancy and Childbirth, Child Growth and Development and
Promoting Positive Behaviour. The book also covers seven of the Study
Design’s most popular optional modules.
ISBN: 978-2-170389-58-7
Exploring Early Childhood - 9780170389587 | Secondary | Cengage
Australia
Infants and Children (prenatal through middle childhood)
Laura E. Berk and Adena Meyers
A best-selling, chronologically organised child development text, Berk
and Meyers’ Infants and Children: Prenatal Through Middle
Childhood is relied on in classrooms worldwide for its clear, engaging
writing style, exceptional multicultural and cross-cultural focus, rich
examples, and long-standing commitment to presenting the most upto-date scholarship while also offering students research-based,
practical applications that they can relate to their personal and
professional lives. The authors takes an integrated approach to
presenting development in the physical, cognitive, emotional, and social
domains; emphasise the complex interchanges between heredity and
environment; and provide exceptional attention to culture.
ISBN: 978-0133936-72-8
Infants and Children 8ed, Prenatal through Middle Childhood by Laura
E. Berk | 9780133936728 | Booktopia
Child Development – An illustrated guide
Carolyn Meggitt
Print only or print + DVD editions
This edition is fully updated and re-organised so learners can be sure
they have the most up-to-date information. It also includes a FREE DVD
providing video clips of children’s developmental stages, giving learners
the opportunity to observe important areas of child development at
first-hand.
ISBN: 978-0435078-80-5
Child Development, An Illustrated Guide 3rd edition with DVD, Birth to
19 years by Carolyn Meggitt | 9780435078805 | Booktopia
Other resources that may assist teachers:
The following websites are also recommended (depending on the
topics being studied):
 raisingchildren.net.au/newborns/development/understandingdevelopment/development-first-five-years
 healthywa.wa.gov.au/Articles/A_E/Child-development
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 acecqa.gov.au/sites/default/files/201802/DevelopmentalMilestonesEYLFandNQS.pdf
Nature play websites:
 natureplay.org.au/
 firstfiveyears.org.au/early-learning/the-benefits-of-nature-play-forchildren

Chinese
Yanyu 汉语 (books Stage 2 and 3)
Nihao 你好 (books 3 and 4)
Chinese Made Easy 轻松学汉语 (Books 3, 4 and or 5).
TechResource Detail CHINESE MADE EASY

\

Creative Arts
There are no specific student texts because of the range of possible options students may take but these two
texts are useful teacher resources
Delivering Authentic Arts Education
This market-leading text helps you develop the confidence,
understanding and skills you need to teach arts, including dance,
drama, media arts, music and visual arts. With a perfect balance
between theory and practice, Delivering Authentic Arts
Education outlines the key learning area of arts education and its
importance in the curriculum. It also conveys creative activity and
expression within a cultural context.
The text tells you how to recognise and build on your existing artistic
abilities and teaching skills, how to encourage children's creativity and
how to lead arts appreciation experiences. It also includes information
on planning and assessment. New, print versions of this textbook come
with bonus online study tools on the CourseMate Express platform.
ISBN: 978-0-170368-82-7
booktopia.com.au/delivering-authentic-arts-education-with-studentresource-access-12-months-judith-dinham/prod9780170368827.html
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Caves to Canvas
Caves to Canvas is highly valued for its analysis of artists and artwork,
from prehistoric times to the present day. Diary extracts, letters,
reviews and media reports are used to introduce your students to the
world of the artist, and help them to examine historical, social, political
and religious influences on artwork. Extensively revised and updated,
the third edition includes significant material on contemporary artists
and is supported by a student CD-ROM.
ISBN: 978-0-170218-42-9
cengage.com.au/product/division/secondary/title/caves-tocanvas/isbn/9780170218429

Digital Technologies
There are no specific student texts for Digital Technologies due to the diverse range of topics and software
that students choose to undertake as part of their course. These texts listed below may assist teachers as a
starting point in ideas and getting students started.
Digital Technologies for the Australian Curriculum
Digital Technologies for the Australian Curriculum is a full-colour, writein workbook written for the Australian Curriculum: Digital Technologies.
It incorporates a project-based approach that allows teachers to
engage students with in-class and at-home activities.
ISBN: 978-0-170411-82-0
tstextbooks.com.au/product/digital-technologies-for-the-australiancurriculum-9-10-workbook/9780170411820

The Quick Python Book
The Quick Python Book, Second Edition, is a clear, concise introduction
to Python 3, aimed at programmers new to Python. This updated
edition includes all the changes in Python 3, itself a significant shift
from earlier versions of Python. The book begins with basic but useful
programs that teach the core features of syntax, control flow, and data
structures. It then moves to larger applications involving code
management, object-oriented programming, web development, and
converting code from earlier versions of Python.
ISBN: 978-1-935182-20-7
amazon.com/Quick-Python-Book-Second/dp/193518220X
Other resources that may assist teachers:
Programming
 Learning Processing 2nd Edition- Daniel Shiffman youtube.com/user/shiffman
 CSER Digital Technologies Education csermoocs.adelaide.edu.au/
 MOOCS csermoocs.adelaide.edu.au/moocs/
 CSER webinars and resources csermoocs.adelaide.edu.au/resources/
 Advanced Programming bjc.edc.org/bjc-r/course/bjc4nyc.html
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 Learning PHP, MySQL & JavaScript 4th Edition Nixon R 2015 O’Reilly Media
(Available as an electronic text, programming examples downloadable)
 Data Analytics
rucore.libraries.rutgers.edu/rutgers-lib/45645/
exploringcs.org/curriculum
 Doing Data Science, O’Neil C & Schutt R 2014 O’Reilly Media
Available as an electronic text, data sets downloadable, first three chapters most appropriate)
Exploring Innovations
 nerdgraph.com/4-opportunities-for-innovation/
 educatorstechnology.com/2014/12/what-teachers-need-to-know-about.html
 edte.ch/blog/2014/03/18/creative-strategies-for-thinking-obliquely/
 designthinkingforeducators.com/design-thinking/

Economics
Economics Key Ideas – The Essentials, fourth edition
essentialseducation.com.au/products/economics-key-ideas-textbookfourth-edition/
$70.00 (including GST)
The Essentials Workbooks and Key Ideas Textbooks are designed to
support the teaching of SACE Stage 1 and 2 subjects in South
Australia.
SACE 2 Economics Key Ideas Textbook Fourth Edition’s changes
include:
 Improvements to explanations and structure with cleaner, clearer
writing.
 A section of ‘how to answer examination questions’, with three
SACE Stage 2 Economics examinations papers and suggested
answers.
 Updated examples, graphs and photos.
 Examination-style questions at the end of each section
essentialseducation.com.au/products/economics-key-ideas-textbookfourth-edition/
SACE 2 Economics Workbook
The Essentials Workbooks are designed to support the teaching of
SACE Stage 1 and 2 subjects in South Australia. The SACE 2
Economics Workbook is designed to meet the Subject Outline
requirements of the SACE Stage 2 Economics course.
The SACE 2 Economics Workbook Eighth Edition thoroughly revised
featuring new graphs, updated information and extra questions.
ISBN: 978-1-925505-11-5
ISBN: 978-1-925505-42--9
Economics 8th Edition - Essentials Education
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John Foreman, Past exams and answers
fossick.com.au/Economics%20Accounting%20Info%20Aug%202011.p
df

English
English Year 12
Insight’s English Year 12 2nd edition is an up-to-date, comprehensive
and practical guide to Units 3 and 4 of VCE English for the 2017–2020
VCE Study Design. With definitions and explanations, models, step-bystep guidelines, annotated sample responses and numerous activities,
this textbook develops students’ confidence in writing, analysing, and
presenting a point of view, providing the tools for success in Year 12
English.
ISBN: 978-1-922378-34-7
insightpublications.com.au/product/english-year-12-2nd-edition/
Year 12 English Skills Student Workbook
This book covers every aspect of the Yr 12 English Curriculum assisting
both teachers and students in its approach to each Area of Study: text
book responses, contexts and analysis of persuasive language. Filled
with lots of practical activities, exercises and strategies, this book
guides students in a systematic way using an easy to follow, step-bystep format, which gives students clarity and confidence in their
English skills.
ISBN: 978-1-922004-09-3
Year 12 English Skills, Student Workbook by Elizabeth Tulloh |
9781922004093 | Booktopia
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English as an Additional Language
Unlock Series
Reading and Writing Skills, Levels 1-4,
M. Firth
(Level 3 recommended for SACE Stage 1 and Stage 2)
Listening and Speaking Skills, Levels 1-4
C. Westbrook C
(Level 3 recommended for SACE Stage 1 and Stage 2)
Unlock is a four-level academic skills course that combines thoughtprovoking video from Discovery Education™ with scaffolded exercises
and a fresh approach to critical thinking skills. Unlock Reading and
Writing Skills Level 3 provides 60-90 hours of classroom material.
Access to the Online Workbook is provided via a code packaged with
the Student's Book.
ISBN: 978-1-107614-01-7
cambridge.org/gb/cambridgeenglish/catalog/skills/unlock/unlocklevel-1-reading-and-writing-skills-teachers-book-dvd

Headway Academic Skills
L. and J. Soars
Oxford University Press
Headway's trusted methodology combines solid grammar and practice,
vocabulary development, and integrated skills with communicative roleplays and personalization.
ISBN: 978-0-19-4770-76-7
elt.oup.com/catalogue/items/global/adult_courses/new_headway/?cc
=global&selLanguage=en
Navigate Series
Navigate is a six-level General English course tailored to adults. It
includes a course book, workbook, and teacher’s guide The course
teaches reading and listening from the bottom up, giving learners the
skills they need to understand the next text they will read and hear, not
just the one they are reading or hearing now.
It is a four-level course that teaches students in higher education the
essential skills for academic success. Strands available:
 Reading, Writing, and Study Skills
 Listening, Speaking, and Study Skills.
These texts are highly recommended by practicing SACE English as an
Additional Language teachers as useful for examination preparation.
Navigate Series – Intermediate Level, Walter C., Oxford University Press.
ISBN: 978-0-194566-50-6
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elt.oup.com/catalogue/items/global/adult_courses/navigate/?cc=glob
al&selLanguage=en
Below is a collection of resources that may assist teachers:
 English in Practice Book 1 and 2, Arnold, J. and Wall, L.,
Cambridge Education, ISBN: 9871107672369, and
9781107692661
 Cambridge GCSE English as a Second Language: Coursebook
with Audio, Lucatoni, P., ISBN: 9781107669628
 Issues in Society, Spinney Press.
 A useful series of resources for helping students to come up with
ideas and topics for SACE Assessment Type 1: Investigation.
 EAL Studying Texts, Napthine, M., 2nd Edition, Insight Publications,
ISBN: 9871922243591
 Senior English Skills Year 11 Workbook + eBook, Sadler, R., and
Winter, B., ISBN: 978140233292
 English Grammar in Use, Murphy, R., ISBN10 0521189063

Essential Mathematics
Mathematics for Australia 12 - Essential Mathematics
Mathematics for Australia 12 – Essential Mathematics has been
designed and written for the Australian Curriculum. It addresses the
content outlined in the ACARA Essential Mathematics Curriculum
Units 3 and 4, as well as the SACE Stage 2 Essential Mathematics
subject outline.
The textbook and interactive software provide an engaging and
structured package, allowing students to explore and develop their
confidence in mathematics. The material is presented in a clear, easyto-follow style, free from unnecessary distractions, while effort has
been made to contextualise questions so that students can relate
concepts to everyday use.
Physical & Digital Copy ISBN: 978-1-925489-00-2
Digital Copy ISBN: 978-1-925489-04-0
Mathematics for Australia 12 Essential Mathematics – Haese
Mathematics

General Mathematics
Mathematics for Australia 12 - General Mathematics
Mathematics for Australia 12 – General Mathematics has been
designed and written for the Australian Curriculum. It addresses the
content outlined in the ACARA General Mathematics (or WACE
Mathematics Applications) Curriculum Units 3 and 4, as well as the
SACE Stage 2 General Mathematics subject outline.
The textbook and interactive software provide an engaging and
structured package, allowing students to explore and develop their
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confidence in mathematics. Effort has been made to contextualise
questions so that students can relate concepts to everyday use.
Physical & Digital Copy ISBN: 978-1-925489-01-9
Digital Copy ISBN: 978-1-925489-05-7
Mathematics for Australia 12 General Mathematics – Haese
Mathematics
Mathematics for Australia 12 - General Mathematics worked
solutions digital only
This book gives you fully worked solutions for every question
(discussions, investigations and projects excepted) in each chapter of
our textbook Mathematics for Australia 12 General Mathematics.
Where applicable, each worked solution is modelled on the relevant
worked example in the textbook. Correct answers can sometimes be
obtained by different methods.
Digital Copy ISBN: 978-1-925489-27-9
Mathematics for Australia 12 General Mathematics WORKED
SOLUTIONS – Haese Mathematics

Geography
GTAV VCE Series
Human Population (Year 12)
The GTAV is committed to excellence in geographical education in
Victoria. We achieved this in part, by providing resources, but also by
fostering participation and collaboration between teachers and the
wider community to provide resources.
gtav.asn.au/resources/vce-resources
Preparing for the Units 3 and 4 Exam
Geography Revision
Preparing for the Units 3 and 4 exam is a revision guide designed to
provide students with opportunities to practise and revise the use of:
 directive terms
 geographical concepts
 geographical skills.
ISBN: 978-1-876703-38-7
gtav.asn.au/resources/vce-textbooks/preparing-for-the-units-3-and-4exam-vce-geography-revision-study-guide
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Skills in Geography: Second Edition
This is mostly helpful for skill development and data interpretation.
With 18 brand new topographic maps and fresh accompanying
activities, this second edition of Skills in Geography offers the most upto-date and student-focused skills-based resource available.
ISBN: 9781108264785
cambridge.edu.au/education/series/Skills-in-Geography-SecondEdition#.XXd3kygzY2w
Global Interactions Year 12 Student Book with eBook, 3rd
Edition
This new edition delivers updated content, statistics and case studies
to cover all aspects of the NSW Stage 6 Geography Syllabus
Dynamic and relevant images, textual examples, graphs and maps for a
more engaging approach to covering content for the senior geography
syllabus
ISBN: 9781488620928
Global Interactions Year 12 Student Book with eBook, 3rd, Kleeman,
Grant et al | Buy Online at Pearson
The AGTA Geography Unlocked series
 Order through GTASA (http://www.gtasa.asn.au/products)

Information Processing and Publishing
Applications
These are the applications that most schools use
Adobe Creative Cloud
 Photoshop – Image editing and manipulation including the creation of animated gifs
 InDesign – Page layouts for print. If offers more precision with typography and layout. It is a publishing
program and is ideal for magazines, newspapers, brochures, multipage documents etc.
 Illustrator – Vector art enabling vectors to be resized without loss of quality.
 Dreamweaver – Web authoring software enabling users to work within the design and code view
 Acrobat DC – Creates interactive pdf documents. Important to use as part of the online submission of
files.
These applications are not recommended
The use of automated publishing software or supplied templates is not recommended
 Print Online templates
 Electronic Publishing applications: Wix, Wordpress, Weebly, Microsoft Sway and Adobe Pages
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Legal Studies
Legal Studies Key Ideas
The Essentials Workbooks and Key Ideas Textbooks are designed to
support the teaching of SACE Stage 1 and 2 subjects in South
Australia.
The 2nd edition of the Key Ideas Textbook covers the Australian Legal
System, Constitutional Government, Lawmaking, and Justice Systems,
according to the SACE 2 Subject Outline.
ISBN: 978-1-921548-08-6
Legal Studies Key Ideas 2nd Edition - Essentials Education
Legal Studies Workbook
The Essentials Workbooks and Key Ideas Textbooks are designed to
support the teaching of SACE Stage 1 and 2 subjects in South
Australia.
The Seventh Edition Essentials Workbook features updated layout and
revision of key legal terms, according to the SACE 2 Subject Outline.
ISBN: 978‐1‐921548‐12‐3
Legal Studies 7th Edition - Essentials Education

Mathematical Methods
Mathematics for Australia 12 - Mathematical Methods
Mathematics for Australia 12 – Mathematical Methods has been
designed and written for the Australian Curriculum. It addresses the
content outlined in the ACARA Mathematical Methods Curriculum Units
3 and 4, as well as the SACE Stage 2 Mathematical Methods subject
outline.
Physical & Digital Copy ISBN: 978-1-925489-02-6
Digital Copy ISBN: 978-1-925489-06-4
Mathematics for Australia 12 Mathematical Methods – Haese
Mathematics
Mathematics for Australia 12 Mathematical Methods WORKED
SOLUTIONS
This book gives you fully worked solutions for every question
(discussions, investigations and projects excepted) in each chapter of
the textbook.
Digital Copy ISBN: 978-1-925489-28-6
Mathematics for Australia 12 Mathematical Methods WORKED
SOLUTIONS – Haese Mathematics
Other resources that may assist teachers:
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 MASA – The Mathematical Association of South Australia
masaonline.org.au/Publications-forms
Order form:
masaonline.org.au/resources/Teacher%20Resources/2019%20P
ublications%20MASA%20Order%20Form..pdf
 Trial exam
 Stage 2 – Mathematical Methods
(Mathematical Investigations)
 Revision guide

Nutrition
SACE2 Nutrition Essentials Workbook
The Essentials Workbooks are designed to support the teaching of
SACE Stage 1 and 2 subjects in South Australia. The SACE 2 Nutrition
Workbook is designed to meet the Subject Outline requirements of the
SACE Stage 2 Nutrition course.
The Seventh Edition is a completely new book written for the updated
SACE 2 Subject Outline for Nutrition in 2021. The author team, Vicki
Dent and Anastasia Toumpas have revised and updated the previous
Sixth Edition Nutrition Workbook to incorporate more core knowledge,
new questions, topic tests and a full-colour layout. An essential
resource for all SACE Stage 2 Nutrition students.
ISBN: 978-1-925505-35-1
SACE 2 Nutrition Workbook – 6th Edition – Essentials Education
2020 Nutrition Study Guide
The SASTA Nutrition Study Guide is the complete resource for students
preparing for SACE Stage 2 Nutrition exam.
The guide includes questions with worked solutions covering each
topic of the Subject Outline and address all sections of the exam.
ISBN: 978-0-6486602-3-1
2020 Nutrition Study Guide | South Australian Science Teachers
Association (sasta.asn.au)
2020 Stage 2 Nutrition Trial Exams
*Please be aware that these trial exams are designed for teacher use
ONLY. They are not designed for individual users.
Please note that SASTA will not provide paper copies.
Products | South Australian Science Teachers Association
(sasta.asn.au)
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Other resources that may assist teachers:
 Australia & New Zealand edition Understanding Nutrition –
Eleanor Whitney
 Nutrition for Life – Janice Thompson
 SASTA Nutrition Revision guide – sasta.asn.au

Physics
Stage 2 Physics Workbook
https://www.sasta.asn.au/resources/sace_stage_2_workbooksThe
workbook contains over 600 original questions including over 50
questions on the new Topics including Relativity, Electromagnetic
Induction, and Particle Physics. Three Review Tests have also been
included. The questions are in context, include local examples and are
designed to prepare all learners for assessment tasks in Stage 2
physics including the end of year exam. The workbook is elegantly
designed and contains hundreds of illustrations drawn by an
experienced physics teacher.
ISBN: 978-0-9953841-6-3
SACE Stage 2 Physics Workbook - 1st Ed. | South Australian Science
Teachers Association (sasta.asn.au)
2020 Stage 2 Physics Trial Exams
*Please be aware that these trial exams are designed for teacher use
ONLY. They are not designed for individual users.
Please note that SASTA will not provide paper copies.
Products | South Australian Science Teachers Association
(sasta.asn.au)
SACE 2 Physics Workbook
Essentials Education’s workbook for the SACE Stage 2
Physics integration of the Australian Curriculum. This new book has
been specifically designed for the South Australian requirements. This
is a must-have resource for students undertaking SACE Stage 2
Physics.
Written by a highly respected author and teacher, Maria Caruso.
The Essentials Workbooks are designed to support the teaching of
SACE Stage 1 and 2 subjects in South Australia. The SACE 2 Physics
Workbook is designed to meet the Subject Outline requirements of the
SACE Stage 2 Physics course.
ISBN: 978-1-925505-06-1
essentialseducation.com.au/products/sace2-physics-australiancurriculum-workbook-first-edition/
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Physics SASTA 2020 Study Guide
The SASTA Physics Study Guide is the complete resource for students
preparing for SACE Stage 2 Physics exam.
The guide includes questions with worked solutions covering each
topic of the Subject Outline and address all sections of the exam.
ISBN: 978-0-6486602-2-4
2020 Physics Study Guide | South Australian Science Teachers
Association (sasta.asn.au)

Psychology
SACE2 Psychology Essentials Workbook
The Essentials Workbooks are designed to support the teaching of
SACE Stage 1 and 2 subjects in South Australia.
The SACE 1 Psychology Workbook Second Edition has been written to
cater for the diverse courses offered by schools for Stage 1.
ISBN: 978-1-921548-72-7
Psychology 2nd Edition - Essentials Education

Psychology – Key Ideas Second Edition, SACE Stage 2
The Essentials Workbooks and Key Ideas Textbooks are designed to
support the teaching of SACE Stage 1 and 2 subjects in South
Australia. The SACE 2 Psychology Textbook has been designed
specifically for the SACE Stage 2 Psychology Subject Outline.
ISBN: 978-1-876734-63-9
Psychology Key Ideas - Essentials Education

SACE Two Psychology Workbook
The Essentials Workbooks and Key Ideas Textbooks are designed to
support the teaching of SACE Stage 1 and 2 subjects in South
Australia. The SACE 2 Psychology Workbook is designed to meet the
Subject Outline requirements of the SACE Stage 2 Psychology course.
ISBN: 978-1-921548-95-6
Psychology 3rd Edition - Essentials Education
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Research Project
Research Project Workbook
The Essentials Workbooks are designed to support the teaching of
SACE Stage 1 and 2 subjects in South Australia. The SACE 2 Research
Project Workbook is designed to meet the Subject Outline requirements
of the SACE Stage 2 Research Project course.
Our Research Project Workbook Second Edition has been rewritten to
reflect the most recent SACE changes for the curriculum and features
new layout and design. It offers students a step-by-step guide to the
requirements of the Research Project course.
ISBN: 978-1-921548-83-3
essentialseducation.com.au/year-level/12/subject/research-project/
Research Project Workbook and Guide
This step-by-step workbook guides students through the three parts of
the Research Project: the Folio, the Research Outcome,
the Evaluation/Review.
Students are guided through activities and supported with information
to enable them to:
• generate an idea
• develop a research question
• plan, conduct and analyse research, and then
• structure a research outcome and an evaluation or review with a
focus on achievement of the performance standards (at a high level).
Along with activities and information, the workbook also includes
sections that enable students to organise and store hard copy project
material.
ISBN: 978-0-975684-53-5
Research Project Workbook and Guide | South Australian Science
Teachers Association (sasta.asn.au)
i-xplore Research Project Journal
The newly revised edition of i-xplore is an informative and interactive
step-by-step personal journal developed to assist all Year 11 -12
students with their Research Project.
Full of question suggestions, planning strategies and lots of helpful
advice on research methods including; developing capabilities, critical
analysis, communication skills and presenting information, i-xplore
guides students and teachers through each component of the subject.
The revised edition includes all relevant curriculum changes to the
Research Project, as well as, new question suggestions and even more
helpful tips, giving students an advantage when it comes to producing
the best RP possible.
i-xplore.com.au/index.html
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Specialist Mathematics
Mathematics for Australia 12 – Specialist Mathematics
Website: haesemathematics.com/australian-curriculum
Mathematics for Australia 12 – Specialist Mathematics has been
designed and written for the Australian Curriculum. It addresses the
content outlined in the ACARA Specialist Mathematics Curriculum
Units 3 and 4, as well as the SACE Stage 2 Specialist Mathematics
subject outline.
Specialist Mathematics is the most rigorous course in the series, and
we are aware that some of the topics will not have been previously
taught by many teachers. We are therefore committed to providing
clear explanations for this work to our usual high standard.
The textbook and interactive software provide an engaging and
structured package, allowing students to explore and develop their
confidence in mathematics. The material is presented in a clear, easyto-follow style, free from unnecessary distractions, while effort has
been made to contextualise questions so that students can relate
concepts to everyday use.
Physical and Digital Copy ISBN: 978-1-925489-03-3
Digital Copy ISBN: 978-1-925489-07-1
Mathematics for Australia 12 - Specialist Mathematics Worked
Solutions
Digital Copy ISBN: 978-1-925489-29-3
Website: haesemathematics.com/books/mathematics-for-australia-12specialist-mathematics-worked-solutions

Other resources that may assist teachers:
 The Mathematical Association of South Australia
masaonline.org.au/Publications-forms
Order form:
masaonline.org.au/resources/Teacher%20Resources/2019%20P
ublications%20MASA%20Order%20Form..pdf
 Trial exam
 Stage 2 – Specialist Mathematics (Mathematical
Investigations)
 Revision guide
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Visual Arts
There are no specific set student texts for this subject. This is due to the diverse nature of topic areas
students may choose to undertake as part of the course, however, texts listed below may be useful resources
for teachers to refer to
Art Investigator
Art investigator brings the art of the past and present alive and makes it
relevant to Australian students. By exploring a range of ideas, styles,
periods and themes, from ancient Egyptian to contemporary art it helps
middle and senior students develop skills in investigating and
discussing art.
ISBN: 978-0-858598-33-1
tstextbooks.com.au/product/art-investigator/9780858598331

Artwise Contemporary – Visual Arts 10 – 12
Artwise focuses on the current work of Australian and international
artists at the forefront of contemporary art in all its exciting and diverse
forms. The artist case studies in Artwise Contemporary are carefully
chosen and presented.
ISBN: 978-0-731402-24-3
tstextbooks.com.au/product/artwise-contemporary-visual-arts-1012/9780731402243

Art & Me: Cambridge Senior Visual Arts Stage 6 (Print & Digital)
Art and Me will inspire Stage 6 Visual Arts students with its stunning
design, new topics that engage with contemporary art trends, and
innovative interactive digital resources that bring the study of art to life.
Exciting new topics covering street art, body representation and
restitution in art provide fresh options to focus on new artists, artworks
and trends. Popular topics draw on new Indigenous, local and
international artists, and contemporary art trends. Innovative interactive
digital resources including the Interactive Textbook and the App,
integrate multimedia artworks and art forms to bring the study of art to
life. Extensive exam preparation support includes advice on exam
assessment expectations, practice in using case studies to
demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the syllabus concepts,
and revision summaries at the end of every chapter.
ISBN: 978-1-107434-44-8
tstextbooks.com.au/product/art-and-me-cambridge-senior-visual-artsstage-6-print-digital/9781107434448
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